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Welcome to 7th sludge working group meeting

20 October 2016
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Agenda

Agenda Item Time

1 Introductions
10:00 to 

10.15am

2

Non-regulated revenue: charging and transfer pricing, facilitated by 

Khaled Diaw (Ofwat), Stewart Carter (Thames), Frank Grimshaw 

(UU) and Phil Wickens (Wessex)

10:15am to 

12:30pm

3
Sludge market information update, facilitated by Frank Grimshaw 

(UU)

12:30 to 

1:00pm

Lunch 1:00 to 1:45pm

4
Allocation of RCV, facilitated by Ofwat, Kevin Wightman (Southern) 

and Frank Grimshaw (UU)
1:45 to 3:00pm

5
Actions and setting future working group sessions (facilitated by 

Ofwat)
3:00 to 3:30pm
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Session 2: Transfer Pricing 

Khaled Diaw, Principal
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ISSUES

WHAT
• Encourage greater efficiency and innovation in bio-

resources, to deliver better outcomes to consumers 

HOW

• Have separate control for bio-resources

• Have WaSCs bear volume risk in bio-resource control

• Promote new markets in bio-resources services

This 

presentation 

• Promote new markets in bio-resource services

 Transfer pricing between appointed and non-

appointed bio-resource services
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Bio-resource market (most likely scenario?) 

Rest of 

business

Appointed bio-

resources 

Appointed bio-

resources

Non appointed 

bio-resources

Trades should occur where a firm’s avoided cost from outsourcing treatment of its bio-

resources is greater than the costs incurred by a potential supplier of the service. The terms 

‘cost’ should be interpreted in a wide sense to include transaction costs, risks, and any other 

costs on the business created by the transaction. Where such costs exist, trade will not 

merely occur because of difference in treatment costs.  

Incremental cost of supplying non-appointed services in certain areas

Avoided  costs from outsourcing appointed services in other areas
Values 

relevant to 

transactions

WaSC B offering bio-resource 

treatment (non-appointed) 

using appointed assets in 

certain areas, seeking same 

service in others

e.g. waste firm

Potential 

Market 

participants

WaSC A offering bio-resources 

treatment (non-appointed) 

using appointed assets in 

certain areas, seeking same 

service in others

Other (Firm C) 

offering bio-

resource services

Market/contract prices charged by WaSCs/Waste firms to other WaSCs for 

non-appointed services 

Firm Cs total costs and 

market/contract prices 

Decisions in 

the market

Rest of 

Business

Non-appointed 

bio-resources 
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Transfer price between appointed and non-appointed 

Transfer price

Market/contract 

price paid by B to A 

Allowed returns from bio-resource control 

(based on efficient cost net of transfer price)

Appointed

Total price paid to 

WaSC A

Water 

customers

Total 

bio-

resource 

costs

Profits non-appointed

= Market price 

net of transfer price

net of any retail costs

Water bills

No obligation on 

WaSC A to share 

these profits with 

water customers

+
Economic returns from 

bio-resource control 

(based on ‘efficient’ cost 

of appointed sludge only 

WaSC A bio-resource WaSC B bio-resource 

WaSCs’ 

profits

Bear full cost of bio-resource  (appointed 

plus non appointed) net of transfer price

Bear ‘efficient’ cost of 

appointed bio-resource 

(not price paid by B to A)

Non-appointed

Fixed common 

cost

Variable cost 

appointed

Variable cost 

non-appointed

-Transfer price 

(negative cost)

Retail costs 

(if any)

Water bills

Appointed only 
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Our objectives

Promote 
(efficient) 
markets 

But 
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Aspects for discussion today

Wide range of transfer prices

• From short-run marginal cost (SRMC)

• Up to highest of FAC, LRIC, LRMC, etc.

• Market, arm’s length prices, mixed options 

Wide range of further considerations, e.g.

• Promoting markets (e.g. what prices for transactions?)

• Cross-subsidization, cost efficiency, make/buy decisions 

• Unintended consequences: foreclosure, incentives

Practicalities and potential constraints

• Information about (local) bio-resource costs

• Regulatory costs: e.g. verification, monitoring 

• Legal constraints (e.g. WIA91, RAG 5.06)
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• Three presentations that will try to address the issues

• Please have in mind these issues during the presentations. 

Discussions will be facilitated by the presenters

• Sludge cost assessment (Thames Water)

• Pricing- both transfer pricing and market prices (United Utilities)

• Transfer Pricing and Trading (Wessex Water)

The rest of this morning’s session



Sludge price control 

10

Issues for cost assessment

October 2016

Draft for discussion



Draft for discussion

Introduction

We understand that Ofwat is setting up a specific sub-group to look at Sludge cost 
assessment

These slides provide some relevant background and set out important issues for this 
working group to consider:

• Lessons from PR09 and PR14

• Ofwat cost assessment working group

• Nature of sludge costs

• Types of technologies available

• Issues to be resolved

− Sludge boundary

− Returned liquors

− Treatment of enhancement expenditure

− Approach to special factors

− Appointed vs. non-appointed

11
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Lessons from PR09

• For PR09, Ofwat developed a simple unit cost model for sludge treatment & disposal opex (see below)

• Ofwat stated that industry data was inadequate to support the development of a sludge econometric 

model or improved unit cost model – even after three years of development

− Issues mentioned include data inconsistency, cost allocation and differences in disposal routes 

between companies and over time

• Ofwat stated an advantage of a single unit cost model was that it recognised the impact of 

management control on the choice and mix of treatment type and disposal route

12

Source: Ofwat, “Relative efficiency assessment 2008-09 – supporting information” 
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Lessons from PR14

13

• For PR14, Ofwat developed more complex econometric models for Wastewater base expenditure 

(opex + base capex)

− included ‘translog’ (quadratic & interaction) terms for density, load and sewer length to recognise 

that these cost drivers might have an effect on costs that is non-linear and varies by company

• Ofwat developed unit cost models for enhancement, including sludge enhancements (£ per additional 

sludge ttds)

• CMA made a number of observations on the econometric approach (during Bristol Water review), 

which are also applicable to wastewater – e.g. suggested collecting data for more disaggregated 

modelling, checking model variables met economic and engineering expectations

Source: CEPA, “Cost assessment – advanced econometric models”

“Treatment” includes 

sewage treatment & 

sludge

Model variables 

included density, load 

and regional wage
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Ofwat cost assessment working group

• Ofwat has collected historical Wastewater data from all WaSCs for cost assessment modelling

• For sludge, the financial data includes:

− Opex and capex for sludge transport, treatment and disposal 

− Sludge enhancement (quality) and enhancement (growth) capex

• The non-financial data includes:

− Volumes of sludge produced and disposed (split by incumbents and third parties)

− Volumes x distances (ttds.km) for intersiting and disposal (split by truck and tanker)

− Sludge produced at STWs split by primary, secondary humus and secondary surplus activated

− Sludge treatment by process (e.g. untreated, liming, AD, incineration, etc)

− Sludge disposal by route (e.g. landfill, restoration/reclamation, farmland, etc)

− Energy consumption from sludge

• The company data is being checked and corrected for any inconsistencies, before being used for 

modelling

14



Draft for discussion

Nature of sludge costs

• Sludge transport and disposal costs are opex-

intensive – should vary by volume & distance

• Sludge treatment costs are very capex-intensive –

so will be more fixed

− most cost is base capex to maintain current 

service levels 

− opex costs are net of income from energy 

production

• How should different treatment technologies be 

reflected in the cost assessment?

15
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Types of technologies available

16

• The most common forms of treatment are:

− Raw sludge liming

− Incineration of raw sludge

− Conventional Anaerobic digestion

− Advanced Anaerobic digestion

• The most common disposal routes for 

unincinerated sludge are:

− Land restoration / reclamation

− Farmland

• Types of sludge processes have very 

different costs so differences between 

WaSCs mean they face very different costs 

of treatment & energy production potential

• To what extent do these differences reflect 

underlying external drivers or to what extent 

are the choices of technology within 

company control?



Draft for discussion

Issues to be resolved
There are a number of issues specific to Sludge cost modelling to be considered, including:

• Changes to the definition of the sludge price control boundary

− Following Ofwat’s targeted review, the sludge boundary was clarified for 2015-16 regulatory accounts

− However, the cost modelling will use historical information with different (inconsistent) definitions

• Cost assessment modelling for returned liquor treatment – using modified Mogden formula?

• Using disaggregated data to model costs for the overall sludge business unit

− For separate modelling of transport, treatment and disposal, different network configurations (e.g. 

remote vs. co-located STCs and dewatering centres) will make it difficult to isolate differences in cost 

efficiency

− Aggregate should be a realistic “notional” BU (i.e. the most efficient company in the round may not be 

the most efficient at transport, treatment and disposal simultaneously)

• Taking account of each company’s operating circumstances

− Operating circumstances (e.g. traffic speeds, land bank availability) will affect costs but data for a 

number of these cost drivers have not been collected or may not be included in the cost models

− Recognising the modelling will not be perfect, there needs to be a process for applying regulatory 

judgement and adjusting modelling results for these external factors (e.g. by special cost factor sub-

group)

17



Draft for discussion

Issues to be resolved
• Modelling of enhancement expenditure

− Enhancements are unique and company-specific, so simple comparisons of unit costs will represent 

differences in types of solutions and costs as well as differences in efficiency

− Need other ways to demonstrate efficiency (e.g. engineering review, market testing where relevant), 

though these can be subjective

• Treatment of non-appointed activity

− Water company Licence Condition F – transactions between the Appointed Business and any other 

business or activity of the Appointee to be at arm’s length, with no cross-subsidy

− From RAG 2.06, treatment of imported tankered waste or sludge is non-appointed – non-appointed 

business should be recharged for operating and capital costs of the sewerage and sludge activities

− For example, we currently incur non-appointed costs and income for the treatment of cess and septic 

tank waste, though minimal

− With additional market activity for sludge, need to determine whether non-appointed activities & costs 

should be included or excluded from the cost assessment? How is non-appointed income reflected? 

How does this differ for sludge transport, sludge treatment and sludge disposal?

− Given increasing size of non-appointed costs & income, how do we ensure the allocation of non-

appointed costs & assets is consistent between companies? Is a prescriptive methodology required?

− Are there appropriate incentives for companies to seek market opportunities while protecting 

customers? For example, raised issue at last working group meeting that differences in operating 

costs will be insufficient to incentivise trading under the tariffs framework where companies need to 

recover a share of capital charges

18
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Pricing for bioresources trading

Ofwat Working Group – October 2016

Frank Grimshaw
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Objectives for the policy for pricing trades

• Promotion of competition

• Compliance with competition law

• Efficiency

• Equity

• Potential benefits for customers on both sides of the trade

Transfer pricing rules should allow these objectives to be met.
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Implications of pricing at full average cost

• If companies price potential trades at full average cost, including capital charges, then 

the potential buyer of services has to compare a trading price based on average cost 

with:

o The marginal costs of transport of sludge to another of its sites where it has capacity; plus

o The short-run marginal costs of treatment at that site.

• Even if it involves transporting for long distances then the potential buyer’s costs will 

normally be less than paying average total cost to another provider.

o Therefore trades which could potentially reduce costs (because marginal costs are lower in a 

neighbouring company) will not take place. 

o Trading is only likely to take place where it is an alternative to capital expenditure to 

increase capacity.

• At the last sub-group Thames Water raised the issue of whether the accounting guidance should 

make it clear that for sludge trades companies can price at marginal cost plus a margin.

Pricing at full average cost may deliver an inefficient outcome
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Typical cost structure

£/tonne

Variable operating costs 18

Fixed operating costs 19

Capital costs 95

Total 132

• If faced with a charge based on full average costs, a potential WASC purchaser would 

have to have variable operating costs of more than £132 before it would save money 

by buying another company’s bioresources services. Therefore it will choose to 

transport sludge long distances rather than pay the full price.
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Marginal cost pricing

• Marginal cost pricing delivers economically efficient outcomes.

• Where capacity is available, then marginal cost includes only costs that vary in the 

short run, such as labour and materials.

• In the long run, additional demand will normally require increased capacity, so capital 

costs need to be included. For sludge, average cost may in some cases be a reasonable 

proxy for LRMC.

• So moving away from average cost pricing is most likely to be appropriate for short-

term trades. 

• The need for short-term sludge capacity can arise when a company has operational 

problems at a works or it has not yet completed a project to increase capacity.

Pricing based on short-run marginal cost for short-term trades may increase efficiency
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Competition law issues

• WASCs may be seen as having a dominant position in the market for sewage sludge 

(depending on definition of the market, in terms of geography and scope). 

• We need to ensure that our charges are not seen as abusing a dominant position to 

exclude competitors from the market.

• We need to avoid:

o Predatory pricing, setting prices below cost to drive out competitors.

o Price discrimination, if it involves applying different prices to equivalent transactions with 

other trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage.
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Avoiding predatory pricing

• Prices that do not recover short-run marginal costs (SRMC) are predatory. 

• If prices are above SRMC but below total cost (as measured by average total cost or 

LRMC), then pricing could be seen as predatory if the objective was to drive out 

competition.

• This would not be our objective – but we should consider whether potential pricing 

approaches could have the effect of driving out competition.

• For short-term trades, it is unlikely that there would be a potential new entrant who 

could compete – this is more likely for long-term trades.

Pricing based on short-run marginal cost for short-term trades 
should not be seen as predatory.
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Price discrimination issues

• A change in pricing approach for short-term trades would be a departure from the 

normal approach to sludge pricing. 

• But pricing for short-term trades is not an equivalent transaction to the commitment 

to long-term service provision for in-area customers, so it is not discriminatory.

• Price discrimination provisions are directed at applying different prices to equivalent 

transactions with other trading parties 

o An example would be offering different prices for the same service to two competing 

collectors of other organic waste – this does not apply in this case.

• Competition law precedent recognises that there can be benefits from a differential 

pricing approach, particularly in funding the joint use of infrastructure. 

o This would apply in this case, where selling spare capacity would reduce net costs for the 

appointed business on both sides of the transaction.

A change in pricing approach for short-term trades would not 
raise price discrimination issues.
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Equity and efficiency

• A marginal cost approach to pricing would differ from the standard approach to 

charges, i.e. pricing at average total cost.

• As set out in Ofwat’s approach to bulk supply pricing, it can be appropriate to depart 

from the standard approach to charging on grounds of efficiency. 

• In this case, a lower price will be more efficient, with potential benefits to the 

customers on both sides of the trade.

• Charging different prices for the same service may be seen as inequitable. But pricing 

for short-term trades is not an equivalent transaction to the commitment to long-term 

service provision for in-area customers, so we do not see this as an issue.

A marginal cost approach to pricing would potentially lead to increased 
efficiency and would not be inequitable.
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Benefits to customers on both sides of the trade

• If the price for a trade were to be set at SRMC then there would be no net 

gain for customers of the company providing the service.

o The gain would all be to customers of the company gaining the benefits from lower cost 

sludge treatment.

• A price could be based on SRMC, but adding a significant contribution for overheads 

and capital costs. This “SRMC+” price could create gains for customers of the company 

buying the service and for those of the company selling the service.

An “SRMC+” price could create gains for both sides of the trade.
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Objectives of transfer pricing rules

• The aim of the transfer pricing rules is to ensure that there is no cross-subsidy 

between the appointed and non-appointed business. 

o This is to avoid costs being higher than they should be for the appointed business, and 

customers potentially paying higher bills as a result.

• If trades based on marginal cost increase efficiency then it will reduce the costs of the 

appointed business and potentially lead to lower bills. 

Prices based on a marginal cost approach would not conflict with 
the overall aim of transfer pricing rules.
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The principles of transfer pricing rules

Ofwat’s guidelines state that:

• “The primary principle is that transfer prices should where possible be based on 

market price”

• “Where no market exists for particular supplies, works or a service, the transfer price 

should be based on cost”. 

This was noted in the OFT report on the organic waste market: 

• “Ofwat's guidance on transfer pricing advises that transfer prices should, ideally, be the 

result of market testing. However, when the market cannot provide a price, companies 

need to set a transfer price according to the costs generated by the unregulated 

activity” .
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Is there a market price for sludge services?

• The market price is the price at which buyers and sellers will trade in an open market.

o For trades with associated companies, the buyer and seller are not independent so the 

market price needs to be tested separately, or transactions charged at cost.

• In the case of sludge trades, there is a market for sludge services, with an independent 

buyer and seller. Therefore it is possible to adopt a market-based approach. 

• There may be only one buyer and one seller, so the market price is not necessarily a 

single figure. It is potentially a range between the price the buyer is prepared to pay 

and the price the seller is prepared to accept. 

• It is clear in the case of short-term sludge trades that the market price is less than full 

average cost – the potential buyer will not pay that price.

Transfer prices can be based on market price – which may be a range.
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What is an acceptable transfer price?

• The transfer pricing rules make it clear that short-run marginal cost pricing is not 

acceptable. Therefore the price should include a significant contribution to overheads 

and capital costs.

• This market pricing approach would only apply to short-term trades at sites where 

capacity is available. 

• A period which can be regarded as short term needs to be defined but criteria would 

include it being a period for which there will definitely be spare capacity:

o No additional capacity investment will be required in the period.

o The price will need to take into account any increase in costs as a result of displacement of 

in-area sludge as a result of accepting another company’s sludge.
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Conclusions

• We consider that a “SRMC+” approach to pricing for short-term sludge trades would:

o Be compliant with competition law.

o Be compliant with transfer pricing guidelines.

o Lead to increased efficiency

o Be in the interests of the customers of both parties to the trade.

• It would be desirable for it to be made clear that this approach would be within 

transfer pricing rules. 



Transfer pricing & trading



Wessex and GENeco

• GENeco was created in 2009 to develop 
environmentally sustainable waste treatment 
process and to increase the production of 
renewable energy 

• This was also about management focus

• GENeco Ltd owns and operates 

• A food waste processing facility 

• CHP plant

• Gas to Grid plant

• GENeco is also an operating division of 
Wessex Water 

• operates the sewage and sludge treatment 
centre assets at one site and the sludge 
assets at another site 

• Wessex  Water “Operations” manages all 
other STWs and co-located STC sites

• GENeco charges Operations for sludge 
treatment & disposal services provided

35



Internal trading

• A daily limit on sludge imports is set at a level that is optimal for Wessex 
Water Group

• some flexibility allowed to take account of operational constraints 

• indigenous sludge production takes priority.

• Gate fees take into account the local short-run unit cost of treating and 
disposing less the unit income derived from energy production and cake 
disposal

• Internally, no profit margin is included (since the objective is only to optimise the 
allocation of sludge across treatment assets)

• No transfer charge is levied for indigenous sludge, nor for sludge liquors

• Operations bears the costs of transporting sludge to different sites and is 
thereby incentivised to minimise its costs – it needs to take into account the 
combined costs of transport and gate fees for each STC

• Gate fees vary by site, with GENeco’s largest site the cheapest because it 
benefits from scale economies

36



Cross Border Trading 

• Small, simple contract 

• Contract specifies a minimum 
collection volume of 150m3/ week 
treated at  STW1 (<10 miles away) or 
STW2 (30 miles away)

• Contract specification sets out 
volumes, timings (principally at 
weekends), end-destination, sludge 
density (<5%DS) 

• Loggers used to check DS

• Arrangements for additional 
collections and services specified and 
costs made clear

• Cost per tanker based on bottom up 
(marginal) local cost estimates of 

• Transport

• Sludge treatment

• Cake disposal 

• Liquor treatment (based on estimates 
(with Mogden estimates included as a 
cross-check)

• Profit margin

• Operationally contract tends to take 
precedence over internal sludge

37



Pricing considerations

• How should price be set for internal contracts?

• Investment is sunk and currently local MC pricing is used to make optimal use 
of existing assets and drive efficient decisions internally

• What service is being provided?  Is capacity guaranteed?

• Should a future SludgeCo charge differently for indigenous (capacity likely to  
be  reserved) and for imported sludge (capacity may not be reserved)

• RAG requirement to trade between price controls at arms length?  Might this 
lead to sub-optimal outcomes?

• How should price be set in a commercially negotiated contract?

• Bottom-up costs based on short-run localised marginal costs incurred by 
additional throughput

• Again, investment is sunk and MC pricing is used to make optimal use of 
existing assets (but with a profit margin)

• Revenue gained offsets regulated costs

• Future obligation to charge externally as you do internally? 

38



Alternative pricing models
Short run pricing based on localised costs + margin

• Optimises use of existing capacity – where capacity is constrained, price = displacement 
cost to incumbent of transporting its sludge elsewhere

• Little space for market entry

• May be more appropriate where capacity is not reserved

• May cause market distortion if local  trade effluent pricing is regionally averaged

Likely outcome - More optimal use of existing capacity in short-run , future capacity 
investments may be better targeted (greater likelihood of cross-border investment 
decisions) through information platform.

Long-run pricing (including capacity and return on capital)

• Higher prices – unlikely to displace existing operational decisions, less optimal use of 
existing capacity

• Space for new entrants to enter market may create benefits in medium term

• Most appropriate where capacity is constrained and /or there is scope for innovation.

• Pricing based on the local incremental cost of increasing capacity  (but what increment?)

Likely outcome:  Less optimal use of existing capacity, market entry if there is 
innovation/regulatory changes will provide medium term  benefits, physical (if not 
financial) asset stranding more likely.

39



Alternative pricing models

Regionally averaged historic pricing approach (including  and return on capital)

• Consistent with current end-user charging arrangements

• Market entry difficult in the absence of significant innovation/regulatory change 

• Less efficient price signal

Pricing approach ultimately depends on the outcome you are trying to achieve.   

MC approaches will optimise in the short-run  

LRIC approaches have more risk attached to them but greater medium term benefits 
will accrue if the market is dynamic?

Key questions:

• What is the reliability of the services provided?  Are we pricing capacity or treatment?

• How dynamic is the market likely to be?  

• What regulatory barriers are there?

40
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Session 3: Information Platform update 
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Information Platform update

• At the last working group we had a discussion on what would be included on 

the information platform, using a UU draft as a basis.

• We have revised the draft to reflect comments at the meeting.

• We are now testing it by applying it to our works to identify any changes 

needed for ease of use.

• This could be used as an industry template, if considered appropriate.
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Session 4: Allocation of bioresources RCV
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In May we set out the four main reasons for considering a focused allocation of 

the RCV to be beneficial:

WHY

Ensuring a level playing field for 
sludge transport, treatment, 

recycling and disposal so that 
third-party service providers 

have clarity and confidence that 
they are participating in markets 
on equal terms with incumbent 

companies.

Ensuring a level playing field for 
wider markets and protecting the 

interests of wastewater 
customers where WaSCs are 

involved. 

Avoiding over-recovery of gains 
from legacy asset 

sales/purchases by incumbent 
companies.

Maintaining consistency 
between charges and cost 

recovery.
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HOW (We will use this time)

Presentation by Southern Water and United Utilities

Breakout groups

• What are the pros and cons of approaches?

• What consistency is required and how do we achieve this?

• How will you provide assurance on your valuation?

Discussion, questions and wrap up.
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WHEN (indicative for discussion)

When What

20 October Today

Early Feb 

2017

Consultation on guidance

Late Mar 

2017

Finalise initial guidance to complete valuation 

(Do we need to build in potential to update if necessary?)

Apr 2017 Start valuation exercise

July 2017 Further opportunity to consult as part of methodology 

consultation.

Sep 2017 Companies complete valuation exercise and report to 

Ofwat

Dec 2017 Ofwat publishes view of valuation in or alongside final 

methodology statement.
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WHAT

Asset/

Process

Age at 

31/3/20

Remaining 

life at 

31/3/20

Size/Capacity 

utilised 2016-17

Size/Capacity 

maximum

Value(s)

The

granularity of 

information 

will depend on 

the method 

that we adopt 

following 

consultation in 

February 

2017.

Age may need to an 

average depending 

on the granularity of 

asset information. 

Remaining life could 

be measured in a 

number of ways 

such as a judgement 

regarding useful 

economic life.

We will need information on 

a standard basis between 

companies.

We anticipate 

we may want 

companies to 

ascribe 

different 

values using 

alternative 

assumptions.

We expect that in September 2017 we will receive information on companies 

asset base along the following lines (exact specification dependent on method) 

In December 2017 we expect to publish a value for each company for its 

bioresources business unit. The remainder of the wholesale wastewater RCV will 

be allocated to the network plus business. 
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Sludge asset 

valuation 
Ofwat sludge workshop, 20 October 2016
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Contents

• What did Ofwat say in Water 2020? 

• What is the purpose of valuing sludge assets? 

• What are the options for a valuation? 

• What might a ‘standard costing’ approach look like? 

• What are the pros and cons of such an approach? 
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What did Ofwat say in Water 2020? 

• “We will introduce separate binding price controls for sludge / 
bioresource treatment, transportation and recycling / disposal and 
water resources for PR19.”

• “We will allocate parts of the RCV to bioresources and water resources.

For bioresources, we will allocate part of the pre-2020 legacy RCV on 
a focused basis. We will consult on the methodology to be used for 
allocating the bioresources RCV, including the possibility for a 
revaluation exercise.”

• “…we will not create an additional, specific regulatory mechanism 
(over and above our price control framework for PR19) for 
guaranteeing the RCV allocated to the bioresources or water 
resources price controls during PR19, as our proposed approach to 
setting the price control creates no additional risks of asset 
stranding.”
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What is the purpose of valuing sludge 

assets? 

• Given the significance of the assets within sludge, price controls that 

did not include any recognition would be pretty meaningless (unlike 

retail where the asset base is not significant) 

• A focused allocation approach is necessary to ensure: 

– there is a level playing field between incumbents and new entrants

– to overcome the RCV discount problem / advantage

– any price signals bear a reasonable relationship to the costs of providing 

the services 

• Note, this is very different to the historic use of MEAVs within the 

regulatory regime – which was to remunerate companies for capital 

maintenance through the Current Cost Depreciation charge

And why would a simple unfocused allocation of the RCV not be sufficient? 
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What are the options for a valuation? 

• Roll-forward of PR09 values
– Least cost option but PR09 values were for a fundamentally different purpose

– Lots of known differences in approach to valuation which could be distorting 

• Asset-level valuation
– Gives best reflection of assets actually in use – but unlikely to bear any relation to 

what would be built today 

– Not obvious that there is any real benefit to this level of precision, given that the 
return on those assets is not at risk

• Process-level valuation
– Better reflects the assets that would be built today and less costly than asset-level 

approach

– But, is it possible to get genuine consistency of approach between companies to 
avoid potential distortions?  

• Standard cost approach 
– Simplest and least cost approach 

– Ensures that prices reflect the consumption of capital assets and ensures high level 
of consistency between companies

There appear to be four broad options for producing a valuation
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What might a ‘standard cost’ approach look 

like?

Process / assets

Size 

band Capacity

Sludge 

pipelines 

(per km)

Thickening / 

de-watering 

assets

Anaerobic 

Digestion

Advanced 

Anaerobic 

Digestion Liming Incineration

Phyto-

conditioning

Post-

treatment 

thickening 

/ de-

watering

Band 1 <5,000 tds £x £x £x £x £x £x £x £x

Band 2 5-10,000 tds £x £x £x £x £x £x £x £x

Band 3 10-20,000 tds £x £x £x £x £x £x £x £x

Band 4 20-30,000 tds £x £x £x £x £x £x £x £x

Band 5 30-40,000 tds £x £x £x £x £x £x £x £x

Band 6 40-50,000 tds £x £x £x £x £x £x £x £x

• Ofwat would develop a simple set of standard costs for the principal sludge 

treatment / asset types. For example… 

In principle, we think this is quite simple
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What might a ‘standard cost’ approach look 

like? 

• What should be assumed about efficiency of plant in operation? Could 

disadvantage new entrants if leading edge efficiency assumed 

• Should any account be taken of historic differences in company efficiency? 

Does this matter? 

• How do we treat land values? Is there an index we can use?   

• What about vehicles? Mix of ownership and outsource between companies –

do these need a different approach? 

• How should redundant or out-of-life assets and obsolete processes be treated?

• How do we move from a gross to net value? Could base on companies actual 

gross:net ratio – either at company or industry average level  

But some slightly thorny issues to resolve

Questions for discussion: 

(a) How granular does the standard cost matrix need to be? 

(b) Are we missing material treatment / asset types? 

(c) What other issues need to be considered? 
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What are the pros and cons of such an 

approach? 

Pros: 

• Simplest way to produce a new 

valuation 

• Low cost for companies proportionate 

to intended usage 

– since sunk investment 100% protected 

• High level of consistency between 

companies 

– avoids risk of distortions from 

differences in valuation assumptions

• Levels playing field between WaSCs

• Ensures prices reflect a reasonable 

costs of providing services

Questions for discussion: 

(a) Do people agree with this list? Are there other pros/cons?

(b) Are there other issues we need to think about

Cons: 

• May bear little or no relation to the 
actual assets in use 

– does this risk sending the wrong price 
signals to the market?  

• Protects companies’ inefficient historic 
investment

– is this an issue given it is protected? 
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Break out group questions

What are the pros and cons of approaches? Do you agree with 
the pros and cons mentioned earlier?

How will you provide assurance on your valuation?

What consistency is required and how do we achieve this?

‘Standard cost’ approach 

How granular would the standard cost matrix need to be? 
Is it missing material treatment / asset types?  

What other issues need to be considered?
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Actions and setting future working group sessions
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Actions from last meeting

Action By whom Deadline

Prepare options on Sludge transfer pricing 

scenarios for discussion at the next 

meeting

United Utilities Next Meeting

Develop the ‘successful bid template’.  Agrivert Ltd To be confirmed

Update the Sludge Market Information 

Tables

United Utilities First week in October

Companies to submit nominees for Sludge 

Cost Assessment sub-group to Alison 

Fergusson

All WACSs 30th September 

2016

Contribution to the Asset valuation 

discussion

United Utilities and 

Southern Water

Next Meeting

Distribution of questionnaire on the costs 

and benefits of installing new equipment for 

sludge measurement

Ofwat To be confirmed
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Future meetings

Date Provisional topics

Prefer Tuesday 6 December and not 29 

November

Market information – Successful

bid publication

Update on environmental 

regulations

??

Tuesday 17 January, 2017? TBC

Questionnaire to gauge appetite for further 

meetings and discussion topics 


